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ABSTRACT: Here we report the investigation of the
magnetization dynamics of a vanadyl complex with
diethyldithiocarbamate (Et2dtc
−) ligands, namely [VO-
(Et2dtc)2] (1), in both solid-state and frozen solution. This
showed an anomalous and unprecedentedly observed field
dependence of the relaxation time, which was modeled
with three contributions to the relaxation mechanism. The
temperature dependence of the weight of the two
processes dominating at low fields was found to well
correlate with the low energy vibrations as determined by
THz spectroscopy. This detailed experimental comparative
study represents a fundamental step to understand the spin
dynamics of potential molecular quantum bits, and
enriches the guidelines to design molecule-based systems
with enhanced quantum coherence.
Q uantum properties of matter such as entanglement,superposition and tunneling can be fruitfully employed
to develop quantum computation, a novel computational
paradigm based on the quantum bit, or qubit.1 A qubit, with
respect to the bit, has the property to be placed in a coherent
superposition state other than the two classical 0 and 1 states.
Various physical systems can be regarded as viable qubits, and
among them electronic spins are seen as promising candidates.2
Mainly, this is due to their easy manipulation through pulsed
microwave radiations and electric fields.2b,3 Electronic defects
on silicon,4 silicon carbide,5 or diamond6 are the best qubits
candidates in the realm of purely inorganic materials. Although
they satisfy some of the requirements to behave as viable qubits,
they lack chemical tunability of their electronic/magnetic
properties. Such a tunability can be instead achieved through
chemical design of transition metal complexes.7 Indeed,
coordination compounds, mostly based on VIV and CuII,8
have been demonstrated as effective as electronic defects in
inorganic materials potential qubits, as far as the lifetime of the
superposition state is concerned.8c Furthermore, the ability of
coherently manipulate this superposition state up to room
temperature was also proven.8d
The lifetime of the superposition state is denoted by T2 or
Tm, which are the spin−spin relaxation time, and the phase
memory or quantum coherence time, respectively. Several
efforts have been done in the last years to understand the
factors affecting the absolute values and the temperature
dependence of Tm. These studies provide specific design criteria
to develop potential qubits with improved performances.8e,9
Another key parameter to evaluate the performances of a
spin qubit is the spin−lattice relaxation time, T1, which defines
the time required to an excited spin to relax back to its ground
state. Control of T1 is of paramount importance; if too long it
limits the speed of initialization of the qubit, while if too short it
can limit T2.
8e This means that to enhance both the absolute
value of Tm and its operational temperature range, a judicious
control of T1 is required. By introducing a unique structural
difference, i.e., an oxovanadium(IV) in a square pyramidal
versus a vanadium(IV) in an octahedral environment featuring
the same coordinating ligand, we have recently demonstrated
the effect of the vanadyl moiety in enhancing quantum
coherence up to room temperature.8e This has been related
to a less effective mechanism of spin−lattice relaxation, which
can be evaluated by the exponent n (ca. 3) of the T dependence
of the relaxation rate, T1
−1, when compared to the nonoxo
counterpart (n = 4). Indeed, the latter shows a more rapid
collapse which hampers the observation of quantum coherence
at room temperature, while the former reaches record Tm.
Despite the relevance of the n exponent and its general relation
to the stiffness of the lattice, i.e., to the Debye temperature
θD,
10 clear correlations with the structural and electronic
parameters of the spin center have not been established yet.
Moved from the interest to better understand the relation
between relaxation mechanisms and vibrational energies in
potential molecular qubits, we have selected as a promising
candidate the diethyldithiocarbamate complex [VO(Et2dtc)2]
(1). Its magnetization dynamics, studied by alternate current
(AC) susceptometry, showed an anomalous and unprecedent-
edly observed field dependence of the relaxation time. A
detailed analysis revealed important insights on the role of low
energy vibrations, experimentally detected by THz spectrosco-
py, on this behavior.
Compound 1 can be obtained by reaction of vanadyl sulfate
with sodium diethyldithiocarbamate in a disareated water
solution, similarly to what was already reported.11 The
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molecular structure of 1 shows a square pyramidal coordination
geometry with the VIV ion above the basal plane (0.75 Å). The
apical position is occupied by an oxo ligand that forms a double
bond with the VIV ion. The VO bond distance is 1.591 Å
long and it is in the usual range for vanadyl complexes.8d,e,9b,c,12
On the other coordination sites the metal is chelated by two
Et2dtc
− anions (Figure 1).
The VS single bond lengths are in the 2.395−2.414 Å
range and are slightly longer than those observed for vanadyl−
dithiolenes complexes.8e,9b,c The presence of such a short V
O bond is responsible for a d-orbitals splitting of the metal
centers in which the dxy orbital lies lowest in energy and well
separated from the other orbitals. This quenches the orbital
contribution to the ground state when compared to other
coordination geometries, as the pseudo-octahedral one, and
makes 1 a potential qubit with expected enhanced perform-
ances. Interestingly, the terminal methyl groups of one Et2dtc
−
ligand are oriented, as expected, above and below the S2CN
plane of the ligand, whereas in the other one they are both
oriented in the same direction (Figure 1). This sterically
unfavorable orientation may be driven from the presence of
short-contacts involving the terminal methyl groups (Figure
S1).11 Powder X-ray diffraction analysis performed on 1
allowed to ascertain structural phase homogeneity (Figure S2).
Continuous-wave EPR spectra on frozen solution were
recorded to have a full description of the electronic properties
of 1 (Figure S3). The spectrum shows the 8-fold hyperfine
splitting due to the coupling between the S = 1/2 electronic
spin of VIV and the I = 7/2 nuclear spin of 51V (natural
abundance 99.76%). The signal is further split by the
anisotropic components of the Lande ́ factor and the hyperfine
coupling. Spectral simulations13 performed on the basis of the
following spin Hamiltonian
μ= ·̂ · ̂ + ·̂ ·I S SA g BB? (1)
allow one to simulate the spectrum of 1 with the following
parameters: gx = 1.985(1), gy = 1.989(1), gz = 1.969(1); Ax =
153(2) MHz, Ay = 135(2) MHz, Az = 440(2) MHz (Figure
S3).
The relaxation time τ, which is representative of the spin−
lattice relaxation, was investigated by AC susceptometry as a
function of the temperature at four selected static magnetic
field values. When a small static magnetic field (>40 mT) is
applied, 1 shows slow relaxation of the magnetization. The
frequency dependence of the imaginary component of the
susceptibility (χ″) are well reproduced with the Debye model
(Figures S4−S7) and the extracted values of τ as a function of T
are reported in Figure 2a. Slow magnetic relaxation is observed
in the entire studied T range (4.0−50 K) with quite long
relaxation times. They range from ca. 5.0 ms at 4.0 K to ca. 0.03
ms at 50 K. As the strength of the magnetic field increases,
longer relaxation times are observed. The T dependence of τ,
reveals, independently from the strength of the applied field, a
change in the slope at low temperature (Figure 2a), which is
indicative of a change in the nature of the main relaxation
mechanism involved. Thus, the T dependence of the relaxation
rate (τ−1) has been modeled assuming two contributions to the
relaxation. A direct mechanism dominating at low temperature
and a Raman mechanism dominating at high temperature
τ = +− aT bTn1 (2)
where a is the coefficient of the direct mechanism, and b and n
the coefficient and the exponent of the Raman mechanism,
respectively. This model satisfactorily reproduces the T
dependence of τ with the best-fit parameters reported in
Table S1. The fit furnishes very low values of the Raman
exponent n < 3, which are not unusual for vanadyl systems, as
recently found.8d,e Attempts to reproduce the data either
assuming an Orbach process or expanding the Raman term
according to the Debye model10 (Figure S8) were unsuccessful,
the latter providing a field dependent θD.
To get deeper insights on the relaxation mechanisms
involved, the dynamics was studied as a function of the static
magnetic field in a wide field range (0.0−8.5 T) at different
temperatures (Figures S9−S14). The extracted relaxation times
are reported in Figure 2b. The field dependence of τ for 1
shows (i) very long relaxation times, and (ii) an anomalous and
unprecedentedly observed behavior. The relaxation time shows
a rapid increase at low fields, reaches an apparent maximum
value at ca. 0.5 T, stays almost constant up to ca. 1.0 T, and
then suddenly increases further up to ca. 3.0 T. If the field is
increased further, τ quickly collapses to ca. 0.3 ms. Previously
investigated vanadyl systems have shown a more regular
behavior: τ rapidly reaches a maximum value and then remains
almost unchanged up to ca. 3.5−4 T.8d,e,12 The behavior at high
fields (B > 3.0 T) is related to the more efficient spin-phonon
direct mechanism of relaxation (τ−1 ∝ B4). Indeed, the larger is
the energy separation of the two mS states, the higher is the
phonon density with an energy corresponding to this
difference. At low fields (B < 0.3 T), the relaxation is instead
promoted by spin−spin and spin−nuclei interactions. These
interactions are suppressed by increasing the field due to the
lower influence of the hyperfine and spin−spin coupling, so
that τ usually shows maximum values at intermediate fields.
What it is unusual here is the presence of a pronounced
shoulder at ca. 0.5 T, suggesting that more than two
Figure 1. Molecular structure of 1 with principal atoms labeling
scheme. A and B refer to two crystallographically independent ligands.
Figure 2. Temperature (a) and field (b) dependence of τ for 1 at
different static magnetic fields and temperatures (see legends). Solid
lines are the best-fits of the models (see text).
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contributions to the relaxation are involved in determining the
B dependence of τ−1 for 1. To exclude that this effect is related
to inhomogeneous crystallite sizes, and, consequently, to spin-
phonon bottleneck effects,12 the measurements were also
repeated on a finely milled sample. No appreciable differences
were observed in the two morphological states, and only a small
discrepancy in the absolute values of τ is evidenced (Figure
S15).
Prior to this work, the magnetic field dependence of the
relaxation rate was reproduced with the Brons−van Vleck
model, which takes into account the two above-mentioned
contributions to the relaxation through the following
expression14
τ = + +
+
− cB d
eB
fB
1
1
1 4
2
2
(3)
where the first term is related to the direct mechanism, and the
second term takes into account the effect of the internal
magnetic field in promoting relaxation. This can be viewed as
the sum of intra- and intermolecular effects, i.e., the sum of
spin−nuclei hyperfine interactions and spin−spin dipolar
magnetic interactions. More specifically, d represents the
relaxation at zero field, f the ability of the external magnetic
field to suppress the internal relaxation mechanisms, and e the
attitude of the internal magnetic moments to induce relaxation.
This last may be considered proportional to the number and
strength of the internal spins. This model does not reproduce
the B dependence of τ shown by 1 due to the anomalous
behavior at intermediate fields. An analysis of the various
magnetic field regions suggests that for B > 3.0 T the relaxation
rate decay is well reproduced through a B4 dependence for all
temperatures, as expected for the direct mechanism, while at
intermediate fields the dependence of the relaxation rate
suggests the presence of two distinguishable contributions of
the internal-field-type. Accordingly, the expression of the
Brons−van Vleck model (eq 3) has been extended as follows
τ = + +
+
+ +
+
− cB d
eB
fB
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(4)
This model well reproduces the B dependence of τ−1 (red
lines in Figure 2b) with the best-fit parameters reported in
Table S2. It must be stressed here that at any field and
temperature only one relaxation time with a narrow distribution
is observed. Thus, eq 4 refers to three intrinsic relaxation
mechanisms of the same molecular species.
It emerges from this analysis that (i) the efficiency of the
direct mechanism to promote relaxation at high fields is almost
temperature independent in the investigated T range, (ii) the
attitude of the internal spins to promote relaxation does not
significantly change and allows to fit well all the B < 3.0 T
region, (iii) the T dependences of both d and g parameters
follow an exponential growth, thus suggesting that some well-
defined energy levels are involved in the relaxation mechanism.
Even if the overall T dependence of τ−1 does not follow an
Arrhenius law, the individual single processes described by the
d and g parameters actually seem to be proportional to
exp(Ueff/kBT). The plots of ln(d) and ln(g) vs T
−1 (Figure
3a,b) are in fact almost linear over a relatively wide T range and
the corresponding linear fit provides Ueff values of ca. 20(2)
cm−1 and 15(2) cm−1 for d and g respectively, which well match
with the typical energies of low energy vibration modes.12 An
analogous analysis has been thus performed on a microcrystal-
line sample of a previously investigated vanadyl-complex,
[VO(acac)2] (acac = acetylacetonate) (2),
12 which has been
taken as reference. 2 shows a B dependence of τ−1 that can be
described through the simpler Brons−van Vleck model (eq 3),
with only one direct and one Raman mechanism (Figure S16
and Table S3). The T dependence of the d parameter furnishes
for 2 an Ueff of ca. 22(1) cm
−1.
To validate the hypothesis that vibrational modes are
involved in the relaxation, room temperature time-domain
THz spectroscopy (0.1−3.0 THz range) was employed to
record high signal-to-noise spectra (see Supporting Informa-
tion)15 on 1 and 2 (Figure 3c). THz spectroscopy has already
been used in the field of molecular magnetism to characterize
the zero field splitting of 3d and 4f based complexes,16 but, to
the best of our knowledge, its use to correlate spin dynamics
and low energy vibrations is unprecedented, although the latter
are attracting increasing interest.17 The spectra (Figure 3c)
reveal significant differences for the two compounds. In
particular, the lowest energy vibration is observed at ca. 40
cm−1 for 2, whereas two well separated peaks at ca. 30 and 40
cm−1 are observed for 1. Both exhibit a stronger absorption at
ca. 65 and 80 cm−1, respectively. The energy values of the
vibrational modes well correlates with the extracted activation
energies of the relaxation mechanism in competition with the
direct process. A relation of the type Ueff = hωv/2 seems to
hold. Interestingly, this dependence was recently theoretically
predicted for the relaxation of S > 1/2 systems characterized by
easy-axis magnetic anisotropy, i.e., single molecule magnets
(SMM), when excited spin levels with lower |mS| are much
higher in energy than the low energy optical phonons.18 It thus
appears that S = 1/2 spin systems can be seen as a limiting case
of this model.
Thus, although the field dependence of the spin dynamics of
S = 1/2 systems at high fields is clearly described through the
direct mechanism of relaxation, at low and intermediate fields a
relaxation mechanism dependent on the frequency of the low
energy vibrational modes seems involved. Interestingly, the
detailed analysis of the field dependence on 1 has allowed to
disentangle the two contributions coming from the two low
energy vibrational modes. As these modes, most likely, involve
vibrations distributed on the molecular periphery and strongly
admixed with lattice vibrations, a less discontinuous behavior
should be observed in frozen solution where the asymmetry of
the ethyl groups, induced by the intermolecular contacts, is lost.
To corroborate this hypothesis, the magnetization dynamics of
1 was investigated as a function of the magnetic field at T = 5 K
in a CH2Cl2/toluene frozen solution. The relaxation times
extracted with the Debye model (Figure S17) are reported in
Figure 3. Arrhenius plots of d (a) and g (b) parameters, and
vibrational spectra in the 0.6−3.0 THz range (c) for 1 and 2.
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Figure 2b. A striking change in the B dependence of τ is
observed when passing from the solid-state to the solution.
Whereas at high fields the relaxation time decay is that typical
of the direct process, at low fields the pronounced shoulder of
the crystalline phase is not observed, and the data can thus be
well reproduced with eq 3 (Table S2). This suggests that the
asymmetry of the ethyl groups on the ligand, most likely lost in
solution, plays a key role. A detailed theoretical analysis is
necessary to confirm this hypothesis, as well as to elucidate why
the two processes in 1 exhibit different field dependences. We
can only anticipate that distinct vibrations can affect different
parameters of the spin Hamiltonian, resulting in eigenstates
composition which might then be differently affected by the
applied field.
In conclusion, this study represents a first attempt to
correlate experimentally the spin relaxation parameters to the
vibrational spectrum of molecular systems of interest as
potential qubits. Low energy vibrations, whose role has been
recently highlighted for anisotropic magnetic molecules, seems
to govern the spin dynamics in a wide field and temperature
range of these vanadyl S = 1/2 systems. In contrast to SMMs,
where an Arrhenius law with an effective barrier not matching
the spin levels is encountered, a less informative power law
temperature dependence is usually observed for molecular spin
qubits. A detailed analysis of the magnetization dynamics
through a bidimensional AC susceptometry investigation,
scanning both field and temperature, has allowed to isolate
the T dependence of the single processes contributing to the
magnetic relaxation, and to retrieve for the first time physical
parameters that seem to correlate directly with the very low
energy vibration modes. The combination with THz spectros-
copy studies contributed to shed light on the relaxation
mechanism involved. If widely employed, such a multitechnique
approach will allow one to establish rational synthetic strategies
to protect spin quantum coherence from vibrations.
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